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Crystal field theory has provided detailed insight into the
structure, spectroscopic, and magnetic properties of transi-

tion-metal coordination complexes since its inception. The
empirical genesis of the spectrochemical series, which iden-
tifies strong p-acceptor ligands as strong-field ligands, is
understood on the basis of molecular orbital theory. Cyanide
is deeply entrenched as being a strong-field ligand, as
revealed by low-spin ground states for its homoleptic com-
plexes: for example, [M(CN)6]

n� (n = 2, 3, 4)[1] and
[MII(CN)5]

3� (M = Co, Ni).[2] Furthermore, they do not violate
the 18e� rule by exceeding 18 electrons about the metal
center M. The only high-spin example is the unusual 13e� S =

5/2 complex [MnII(CN)4]
2�,[3] which being tetrahedral has a

substantially reduced crystal-field stabilization energy, D, of
4=9 the value expected for the 17e� S = 1/2 complex
[MnII(CN)6]

4�. As part of our ongoing studies toward
molecule-based magnets,[4] we sought to prepare Prussian
blue structured magnets based upon [CrII(CN)6]

4� for com-
parison with those derived from [CrIII(CN)6]

3�, which mag-
netically order at temperatures as high as 100 8C (approx-
imately).[5]

K4[CrII(CN)6] has been prepared from aqueous media, but
owing to the lability of the d4 CrII state, excess cyanide is
required in solution. Despite undergoing a Jahn–Teller
distortion, 16e� K4[CrII(CN)6] is low-spin S = 1. Owing to
the need for excess cyanide, aqueous routes to Prussian blue
structured materials would be unproductive, so we sought a
nonaqueous source of [CrII(CN)6]

4� and targeted (NEt4)4-
[CrII(CN)6]. The reaction of either CrII

2 (OAc)4
[6] or [CrII-

(MeCN)4(BF4)2]
[7] with as much as a twofold excess of

NEt4CN in MeCN led to dark purple block crystals of
composition (NEt4)3[CrII(CN)5]·MeCN·1=8 THF (1). In the
solid state 1 exhibits a broad nC�N absorption at 2086 cm�1

(half-width at half height: 9.2 cm�1, see Figure 1). This is
comparable to 2080 cm�1 reported for [CoII(CN)5]

3�,[8] but
differs from the absorptions at 2095(m), 2111(vs), and
2123 cm�1 (vs) reported for [NiII(CN)5]

3�,[9] and is higher in
energy than the broad nC�N absorption at 2020 cm�1 observed
for K4[CrII(CN)6].[10] The electronic spectrum (5000–
30000 cm�1) of a solution of (NEt4)3[CrII(CN)5] (1.30 mm) in
MeCN comprises an absorption at 22 120 cm�1 (l = 452 nm,
e = 122m�1 cm�1; Figure 1). However, 1 does not obey Beer�s

Figure 1. Electronic absorption spectrum of (NEt4)3[CrII(CN)5]
(1.30 mm in MeCN). Inset: nC�N vibrational spectra of (NEt4)3-
[CrII(CN)5] (a) and (NEt4)8[CrII(CN)5][CrII

2(CN)9] (c) in KBr.
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law, as the electronic absorption spectrum of the solution
changes as a function of cyanide concentration (the details of
this equilibrium are under investigation).

The asymmetric unit cell[11] contains four [CrII(CN)5]
3�

units (Figure 2), twelve Et4N
+ cations, as well as four

molecules of MeCN and half a molecule of THF of solvation,
which arises from the diffusion of THF into a solution of 1 in
MeCN to obtain the crystals. Each CrII center is pentacoordi-
nate, with both square-pyramidal and distorted trigonal
bipyramid structures present. The low barrier for intercon-
version between the limiting square-pyramidal and trigonal
bipyramid five-coordinate structures leads to the formation of
several local structures,[12] as has been reported for
[NiII(CN)5]

3� even within the same unit cell.[13] For the
square-pyramidal structures the apical Cr�C bond lengths
range from 2.229(5) to 2.238(6) � (av 2.23 �) and the basal
Cr�C bond lengths range from 2.110(7) to 2.135(5) � (av
2.12 �). The Capical-Cr-Cbasal angle ranges from 93.6(2) to
108.2(3)8 (av 99.08), and the trans Cbasal-Cr-Cbasal angle ranges
from 155.9(2) to 166.9(2)8 (av 161.98). The Cr atom lies 0.33 �
above the plane formed by the four basal carbon atoms. These
values are similar to those found for [MII(CN)5]

3� (M = Co,
Ni; see Table 1),[14] except that the Cr�C bonds are the
longest, as expected for an early first-row transition metal. In
the distorted trigonal bipyramidal structure the axial Cr�C
bond lengths range from 2.094(6) to 2.118(6) � (av 2.11 �)
while the equatorial Cr�C bond lengths range from 2.113(6)

to 2.188(5) � (av 2.15 �). The axial Cr�C bonds are shorter
than the equatorial Cr�C bonds, as reported for the distorted
trigonal bipyramidal [NiII(CN)5]

3� structure.[13]

Owing to formation of solely the pentacyanide complex
even in the presence of excess cyanide ion, the reaction was
carried out with 5 equivalents of CN� per CrII ion, and dark
brown needlelike crystals of (NEt4)8[CrII(CN)5]
[CrII

2 (CN)9]·2MeCN (2) were isolated. In the solid state 2
exhibits a broad nC�N absorption at 2090 cm�1 (half-width at
half height: 6.9 cm�1), which is comparable to that observed
for (NEt4)3[CrII(CN)5] (Figure 1). Furthermore, similar to
(NEt4)3[CrII(CN)5], 2 also does not obey Beer�s law (the
details of this equilibrium are also under investigation).

The asymmetric unit cell[15] of 2 contains one [CrII(CN)5]
3�

unit, one [Cr2
II(CN)9]

5� unit (see Figure 3), eight Et4N
+

cations, and two molecules of MeCN of solvation. Each CrII

center is pentacoordinate, with a distorted square-pyramidal
local C4v symmetry. The Cr center in the distorted square-
pyramidal [CrII(CN)5]

3� unit lies 0.40 � above the plane
formed by the four basal carbon atoms, and the apical Cr�C
bond length is 2.23 �, while the average basal Cr�C bond
length is 2.12 �. [CrII

2 (CN)9]
5� is composed of two square-

pyramidal [CrII(CN)4]
2� moieties bridged by a cyanide ion.

The bridging cyanide is disordered, with average Cr�C and
Cr�N bond lengths of 2.20 � observed. The Cr center lies
0.37 � above the plane formed by the four basal carbon
atoms, and the basal Cr�C bond length is 2.13 � on average.
To the best of our knowledge, this structural motif has not
been previously reported.

The magnetic susceptibility, c, was measured for both
(NEt4)3[CrII(CN)5] and (NEt4)8[CrII(CN)5][CrII

2 (CN)9] from 5
to 300 K. (NEt4)3[CrII(CN)5] has an effective room temper-

Figure 2. ORTEP labeling diagram of (NEt4)3[CrII(CN)5]·MeCN·1=8 THF
(1; 50% probability level; cations and solvent molecules are omitted
for clarity).

Table 1: Comparison of geometries of d4, d7, and d8 square-pyramidal, distorted square-pyramidal, and distorted trigonal bipyramid [MII(CN)5]
3� (M =

Cr, Co, Ni) structures.

[CrII(CN)5]
3� (1) [CrII(CN)5]

3� (2) [CrII
2(CN)9]

5� (2) [CoII(CN)5]
3� [14] [NiII(CN)5]

3� [14]

dn 4 4 4 7 8
S 2 2 [a] 1/2 0
M�Capical [�] 2.23 2.23 2.20 2.010 2.140
M�Cbasal [�] (av) 2.12 2.12 2.13 1.894 1.890
trans Cbasal-M-Cbasal [8] (av) 161.9 157.8 158.9 164.7 161.5
Capical-M-Cbasal [8] (av) 98.96 100.7 100.5 97.60 99.00
deviation (M–basal plane) [�] 0.33 0.40 0.37 0.25 0.30
M�Caxial [�] 2.11 – – – 1.84[13a]

M�Cequatorial [�] 2.15 – – – 1.94[13a]

[a] Singlet ground state, nonet excited state.

Figure 3. ORTEP labeling diagram of (NEt4)8[CrII(CN)5]-
[CrII

2(CN)9]·2MeCN (2 ; 50% probability level; cations and solvent mole-
cules are omitted for clarity).
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ature magnetic moment, meff = (8cT)1/2, of 4.90 mB (corrected
for temperature-independent paramagnetism (TIP); see
Figure 4). This value significantly exceeds the expected spin-
only moment of 2.83 mB for S = 1 low-spin CrII, but it is in

excellent agreement with the expected spin-only value of
4.90 mB for S = 2 high-spin CrII. Above 5 K, c(T) could be
fitted to the Curie–Weiss expression, c/ (T�q)�1, with g =

2.00, q =�0.79 K, and a TIP value of 50 � 10�6 emumol�1. In
contrast, the room temperature meff value for K4[CrII(CN)6] is
2.82 mB (corrected for TIP). Above 5 K, c(T) could also be
fitted to the Curie–Weiss expression with g = 2.00, q =�1.9 K,
and a TIP value of 150 � 10�6 emumol�1 (Figure 4). The room
temperature meff value is consistent with the low-spin S = 1
ground state previously reported.[16] Hence, [CrII(CN)5]

3� is a
rare example of a high-spin homoleptic cyanide complex.

The magnetic behavior of (NEt4)8[CrII(CN)5][CrII
2 (CN)9] is

more complex (Figure 4) as a result of contributions from
[CrII(CN)5]

3� and dinuclear [CrII
2 (CN)9]

5�. The observed data
can be modeled with an S = 2 Curie–Weiss expression and a
Bleaney–Bower-like S = 2 term,[17] with g = 2.00, J/k =

�19.1 K, q =�0.79 K, and a TIP value of 150 �
10�6 emumol�1. Hence, 2 exhibits moderate intradimer anti-
ferromagnetic coupling of �19.1 K (�13.3 cm�1), and the
nonet excited state lies 266 cm�1 (0.76 kcal mol�1) above the
singlet ground state.

Formation of [CrII(CN)5]
3� and [CrII

2 (CN)9]
5�, but not the

sought (NEt4)4[CrII(CN)6], is quite surprising as K4[CrII(CN)6]
as well as Na4[CrII(CN)6] are known low-spin octahedral
compounds.[10, 18] Furthermore, why does (NEt4)3[CrII(CN)5],
but not (NEt4)4[CrII(CN)6], form in the presence of excess
cyanide? We attribute the formation of [CrII(CN)5]

3� to the
initial formation of [CrII(CN)6]

4�, which is expected to have a
reduced D(CrII) value with respect to D(CrIII) and which
makes a high-spin state more accessible. High-spin t2g

3eg
1

[CrII(CN)6]
4� would have an electron in an antibonding

orbital that weakens the CrII�C bonds and destabilizes the
system, and when the large tetranegative charge is consid-

ered—although, (NEt4)4[FeII(CN)6] is known to have a
shorter M�C bond[19]—loss of a cyanide ion is favored to
form the observed [CrII(CN)5]

3� species. Presumably
A4[CrII(CN)6] (A = Na, K) is stabilized through electrostatic
interactions between the alkali-metal cation (and water
molecules) and the nitrogen centers of the cyanide units.

Experimental Section
1: In a DryBox (< 0.5 ppm O2) CrII

2(OAc)4 (274.8 mg, 0.8078 mmol)
was dissolved in deoxygenated MeCN (50 mL) to give an orange–red
solution, which was then added dropwise to a stirring colorless
solution of NEt4CN (1.510 g, 9.563 mmol) in MeCN (50 mL). After
stirring for 30 min, the dark purple solution was filtered and
concentrated to 20 mL under reduced pressure. Dark purple crystal-
line blocks were obtained by diffusion of THF (yield: 62%) and
characterized by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The crystallographic
sample was maintained in contact with the mother liquor to prevent
solvent loss. Thermogravimetric analysis showed the sample was
stable up to 160 8C and could be desolvated at lower temperatures (i.e.
heating at 110 8C under reduced pressure) to form the desolvated
(NEt4)3[CrII(CN)5]. Selected IR data (KBr): ñ = 2986 (s), 2950 (m),
2892 (w), 2086 (s), 1488 (s), 1461 (s), 1396 (s), 1375 (w), 1311 (w), 1186
(m), 1175 (s), 1080 (w), 1055 (w), 1035 (m), 1005 (s), 787 cm�1 (s).

2 : CrII
2 (OAc)4 (55.94 mg, 0.1644 mmol) dissolved in MeCN

(20 mL) was added dropwise to a solution of NEt4CN (256.3 mg,
1.640 mmol) in MeCN (20 mL). After stirring for 30 min, the reddish
purple solution was filtered and concentrated to 15 mL under reduced
pressure. Brown needlelike crystals were obtained by diffusion of
THF (yield: 24%) and characterized by single-crystal X-ray diffrac-
tion. The crystallographic sample was maintained in contact with the
mother liquor to prevent solvent loss. Selected IR data (KBr): ñ =

2986 (s), 2949 (m), 2894 (w), 2248 (w), 2090 (s), 1484 (s), 1461 (s), 1396
(s), 1377 (w), 1310 (w), 1185 (m), 1175 (s), 1080 (w), 1057 (w), 1036
(m), 1005 (s), 789 cm�1 (s).
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